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The true value in architecture expresses itself
beyond the foundational principles of form and
function within the enigmatic relationships that
people share with buildings. A building should
be beautiful, sustainable and utilizing innovative
materials; but more importantly a reflection of
the past, embodiment of the ‘true present’ and
aspirational projection of the future.
It is by virtue of the architect, who takes great
care and pride in designing for ‘people’ instead
of ‘clients’ that the full potential of architecture is
realised. An architecture of the ‘real’... of‘being’...
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Qualification

Master of Architecture
Bachelor of Architecture

Curtin University, Perth WA (2019)
Curtin University, Perth WA (2016)

Capability Statement
With over 3 years of experience in architectural design, I specialize in community oriented projects, residential design and
project development from concept to documentation. I am highly skilled in sketching, modelling and creative writing - using
these in preliminary stages of design and as a means of fast and effective communication - and have extensive experience
in documenting projects using AutoCAD, Revit and Sketchup, for major projects in countries which include; Australia, China,
Vietnam and India.
My Academic education and professional experience have given me a resolved knowledge of the relationship between
architecture as practice and business; ensuring that my projects meet the required targets of both these fields and develop
meaningful but cost-effective designs.
Working on a number of architectural competitions and bid’s I’m well equipped in developing compelling proposals with high
proficiency in all programs of the adobe suite.
Having completed my dissertation upon the intersection of architecture, culture and high technology, my continued research
upon this subject supports my development in design thinking. My work ethic is supported by my personal virtues of
sensitivity and honesty which ensure my own success and encourage the success of those I work with.
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Skills Overview
Communication and Interpersonal
Adept in written and oral communication. Experienced in preparing design reports and presentations. Professional in the
management of sensitive information
Research and Ideation
Able to efficiently conduct thorough research tailored toward the needs of the specific task or project at hand. Able to
comprehend large quantities of complex information and effectively communicate core insights. Passionate toward developing
innovative and explorative design ideas that positively contribute toward researched insights.
Collaboration and Teamwork
Experienced working in teams of mixed cultural background and operating in multilingual offices. Able to quickly comprehend
and actively improve individual and team performance. Able to communicate with different departments and teams within a
single office and produce mutually beneficial outcomes.
Time Management and Organisation
Able to systematize and schedule tasks to ensure consistent quality and efficiency. Experienced in developing internal office
standards and templates that improve the storage and access of important information
Leadership
A style of leadership based upon honesty and communication, with a high level of emotional intelligence and passionate
toward bringing about the success and fulfillment of members involved.
2D & 3D Modeling Software
Proficient in Revit, AutoCAD, Sketchup and Rhino
Graphic and Visualisation Software
Proficient in Adobe Suites, Illustrator, InDesign and Photoshop
Sketching and Modeling
Highly skilled in pencil, pen and charcoal sketching. Highly skilled in physical modeling with experience in materials including
wood, card, foam and plaster. Experienced in computer generated modeling in the form of 3D printing.

Achievements
Cameron Chisholm Nicol Award 2019 (Winner)
Awarded to the student gaining the highest standard of architectural design in the fifth year of Master of Architecture course in
the unit Architectural Thesis Project.
Thesis Project: DIGITAL/TRADITIONAL: A Public Library uniting tradition and technology in Chennai, India

Professional Experience
HASSELL

Perth WA

March 2020 - present

HASSELL is a multidisciplinary design practice with offices in Australia, China, Singapore, the USA and United Kingdom.
Working across architecture, landscape architecture, interior design and urban design - a rich multi-disciplinary mix of skills and
perspectives that unlocks the economic, social and cultural value of projects.
Position:

Graduate of Architecture

Key Projects:
Cross River Rail: Fairbridge to Salisbury Station
Six stations on Brisbane’s southside- Salisbury, Rocklea, Moorooka, Yeerongpilly, Yeronga, and Fairfield – will benefit from
significant upgrades as part of the $5.4 billion Cross River Rail project.
Bayswater Train Station Redevelopment
The new Bayswater Station project will become a key METRONET precinct with the Midland Line, Forrestfield-Airport Link and
Morley-Ellenbrook Line connections, giving people the option to travel to the Airport, Swan Valley tourist region, the CBD and
beyond
Responsibilities:
Development and documentation toward the Design & Construction stages of projects. Design development included
work for senior architects, producing BIM enabled computer models and drafting concept drawings
Conceptual design visualization
Coordination with multi-disciplinary design teams including suppliers, local authorities, engineers,
consultants, clients and inter-state studio team members
Key focus:
Construction Documentation
Infrastructure and Transport
NORDA Architects (formerly Wilkes Architects)

Perth WA

March 2017 - June 2019

NORDA is a Perth based architecture practice focused upon placing people at the forefront of design. With experience in
maritime, educational, residential, heritage, community, hospitality and emergency service architecture, NORDA strives to
make a difference and make things happen.
Position:

Student/Graduate of Architecture

Responsibilities:
Concept development and ideation of project proposals of residential and government projects in the studio. The
development of proposal presentation including the creation of drawings and physical models.
Design development including testing of details and finishes. The development of 3D models and drafting concept drawings
for planning and building approval.
Preliminary drafting and development of construction drawings and packages.
Communication and coordination of consultants including engineers, suppliers and local authorities

Internships
ARTES human settlements development centre
Chennai, India
A human settlements research collaborative involved in rural development, disaster mitigation, war rehabilitation etc. Led
December
January 2018
by Prof. Duragand Balsaver who additionally had served as the Ideational Curator
of the 2017
Jaipur- Architecture
Festival, been
member of several national juries and founded the creative think-tank Confluence Ten ( an international inter-disciplinary
platform for discourse on contemporary society, environment, cities, architecture, water, arts and culture.)
Details:
Involved in conducting research upon the historical district of Georgetown, Chennai, currently under revision for
redevelopment. This research would be used to campaign for the districts conservation as an invaluable asset to the cities
cultural heritage.

December 2017 - January 2018
PATH human settlements development centre
Chennai, India
Planning and Architecture Towards Holistic development - is an architecture and planning studio in Auroville led by Lalit Kishor
Bhati and Shailaja Sudhalkar Bhati that endeavours to create sustainable and harmonious designs in planning, architecture
and interiors. Their work is centered on the belief that beauty and harmony in the built environment inspires corresponding
harmony and wellbeing in life.
Details:
Involved in conducting research upon the cities urban development following its 40 year Anniversary. This research was
used to evaluate the cities future masterplan and building guidelines
Involved in preliminary meetings discussing an ‘Australian Pavilion’ in the cities international district. These included the
production of conceptual sketches and diagrams
December 2017 - January 2018
U.P.D.I.S Shenzhen, China
Urban Planning & Design Institute of Shenzhen operates as a planning, consulting, research, and design institute. The
Company offers regional research, industrial economics, environmental protection, social governance, financial investing,
public consultation, and academic training services.
Details:
Involved in conducting research and developing a preliminary concept proposal for the redevelopment of the Yantian district
to Shenzhens east. The focus of research was upon the districts cultural heritage and the proposal challenged to develop a
modern civic centre that maintained its unique character and identity
October 2019 - December 2019
KientrucO Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
KIENTRUC O is a young emerging architectural firm based in Ho Chi Ming, Vietnam. Lead by a dynamic duo of architect and
industrial designer, its mission is to create architecture that facilitates and embrace a coherent symbiosis between human and
the environment. The company has recently won bronze prize in the Architectural design/restoration & renovation category
at the American Architecture Prize Awards, the ‘Architecture Masterprize’ in the Educational Building Category at the 2018
awards gala and been listed number one of the Top Ten Schools and educational buildings of 2019 by DesignBoom.
Details:
Involved in the preliminary concept development of an upcoming educational building of 600 students
Involved in the design development of an office building focussing upon buildings details and incorporating sustainable
solutions.

Community and Volunteering
2016-2018
CASA Year Group Representative
Curtin University
CASA is a student association representing the architecture student community of Curtin University. The associations mission
is to support students in academic studies and engage students within the local, national and international architecture
community through student organised events and initiatives.
2018-present
URBAN Sketching, Team Leader
Curtin University
An initiative of Curtin Universities Architectural student association (CASA), URBAN Sketching is a collection of students and
professionals who share a passion and interest in architectural sketching. The initiative runs a social media account where
members share works and discuss sketching as well as organises bi-weekly Meet-Ups where participants analyse and sketch
varying locations throughout Perth and its wider regions.
Facebook: facebook.com/groups/229132454561507
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/urban_sketchin/

References
*Referee details available upon request
Ian Wilkes
Principal Architect, Norda Architects
Anni Lê
Cofounder, KientrucO (Vietnam)

Peter Rouhliadeff
Senior Architect, HASSELL Perth
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F06 Design Proposal
Design Studio Curtin University 2016

Studio Focus
How do we create? What are the techniques utilized by students and
practitioners when imagining design? How does the design studio effect the
design process? The ‘Price Design Pavilion’ (named after Cedric Price who’s
fun palace served as inspiration) explores these fundamental questions and
attempts to instill a new culture of design amongst curtin students. A culture
of innovation, collaboration and inspiration, where architecture and design are
both theroretically and practically intertwined.

Pedestrian Patterns and interaction

Vehicular Patterns and interaction

Campus Spatial Syntax Analysis

Site Plan
1:500

Informal Study Possibilities

Robertson Library
SOBE
Public Transit
Workshop

225m
625m
720

2 mins
7 mins
8 mins

Existing SOBE Building (201)
Library
Public Transit
Workshop

225m
760m
740m

2 mins
8 mins
8 mins

Public Transit Station
Library
SOBE
Workshop

625m
760m
1250m

7 mins
8 mins
14 mins

Public Insertion Possibilities

Design Methodology and Building Program
Conceptualized as an innovative form of ‘creative infrastructure’, the design
compartmentalizes the design process, distributing its various programs
within dedicated spaced within the building. Then, through the designh
of unique circulation systems that envelope the structures exterior, these
isolated spacesare united within an unique multidirectional system granting
freedom to transition between any desired space at will. It is through these
connective pathways, that innovative patterns of design are founded and new
potential collaborations formed.

Stage 3
“The Transitional Space”
Operating beyond the perceived
capabilities of an infrastructural
system of transport. The movable
rooms of the building also function
as informal learning spaces, freely
accessible to students and staff
alike. These spaces provide the
unique experience of existing
within a transient space that can
be manipulated to experience a
different climactic condition at the
discretion of its occupant.

Stage 2
“Vertical Circulation”
Located at the workshops
southern edge, an open air
space exists where the workshop
expands out beyond the buildings
footprint. It is in this space that
opportunity is given for multi level
connectivity and transport of
cumbersome physical model work
is offered. Via a system of movable
platforms, works of students can
be seamlessly transported to
any level or desired space of the
structure. This not only provides
a direct link to the rest of the
buildings facilities but encourages
a greater sense of collaboration
and teamwork through the various
departments of SOBE.

Stage 4
"The Design Studio"
The design journey culminates
at the Design Studio existing on
floors 3 through 4 of the structure.
It is here that students are granted
forum with their fellow classmates
and staff alike.

Stage 1
"Material Manipulation"
The design features a state of
the art Wood and Metal based
workshop totaling a total floor
space of 645sqm situated
on the structures base level.
Here, students operate within
the workshop producing initial
conceptual exploitative models
to final project detailed building
models. The space features large
open bench space conducive
to a collaborative and engaging
atmosphere,
with
dedicated
storage space and an abundance
of natural lighting.

Operable Learning Space
Detailed Section: Vertical Workshop Lift
Exploring the idea of unimpeded spacial agency, the concept of ‘the Nomadic Workspace’ tackles the various problems associated with how
students transition between different educational faculties within facilities.
1
Locally sourced timber paneling
is used as the material of
shading panels transcribed
along the buildings facade

2
3
2

Locally sourced timbers, core 10
steel cladding, and corrugated
iron sheeting envelopes mobile
learning spaces, making a
design that is uniquely Australian
and identifiable to the campus.

3
The southern facade introduces
a radical system of operable
study/workshop
spaces,
creating an alternative system
of vertical circutation between
all design oriented spaces
of the building. A from of
multidirectional lift, railing allows
spaces to move freely along the
structures facade, interacting
with the various studio rooms
along its exterior.

1

South-West Isometric

1
The Northern facade includes a unique
system of individual, collective and
connective spaces protruding beyond
the buildings structural envelope.
Intended as a mix of rented, public
and informal learning spaces, their
unique spatial arrangement creates
a playful and interactive educational
environment. By also integrating an
undorthodox sequence of stairwells
between these spaces, ease of
collaboration between is dramatically
enhanced.

2
Native fauna is inserted into planters
along the structures northern laneway.
Low maintenance and beautiful, the
plantlife instill a relaxing and Australian
undertone to the space.

3
An exterior lane way is also proposed
as part of the SOBE design. Existing
between the building and its proposed
residential neighbor, an interesting
pattern of planters and steps are
incorporated along its path providing
a relaxing platform conducive to
social interaction and respite. It also
provides visual access to the learning
spaces displayed above, allowing the
public visual access into the world of
architecture.

1

2

3

North-West Isometric

The workshop is perhaps one of the most creatively volatile learning spaces associated with the design process; its various amenities
providing a plethora of pathways in the formulation of design concepts. It is these amenities however that also inhibit its effectiveness, being
bound to fixed locations within the structure, seperated by serpentine halls that discourage complimentary use. Providing a linkage that
unites the workshop with the rest of the structure, the new SOBE design incorporates a system of external creative spaces suspended from
the structures southern facade. These studio spaces being mounted to railing fixed into the concrete slab work of each floor, granting the
room the capability of motion along the structures facade, creating a dynamic workspace, in which students can move through space whilst
still existing within the same room.

Northern Facade Actvation

Southern Facade Actvation
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Iiyama Cultural Arts Centre
Design Studio Curtin University 2017

Studio Focus
Adjacent Kengo Kuma’s ‘Iiyama Cultural Centre, the project explores the
renovation of a disused rail shed into a local culture and crafts centre. Where
Kuma’s building focus’ upon large scale professional productions, this new
crafts centre provides a disctictley inimate cultural experience; with space
dedicated to the celebration and practice of the cities regional arts and
crafts. Through its exposed structural form ultilizing traditional materials and
construction techniques, the centre functions both as symbol and instrument,
attacking the growing opinion of the countryside towns economic demise.

Site Map
1.

The exisitng Iiyama “Natura”
Cultural Centre. It’s scale,
various programs and spaces
fail to accomodate to the
unique cultural perculiarities of
Iiyama’s; applealing to a more
moderndemography, leaving
locals.

2.

1

Shared public space. The
Structure is positioned to reiforce
the placement of a public zone
at each structures principle
facade. A large stepped entrance
also facilitates its alternative use
as a staggered amphitheatre
overlooking the grassed space.

3.

Artistic Stone Landscaping Stone
landscaping inspired by traditional
Japanese courtyards surround the
stilteed centre. This serves the
dual purpose of retaining views
of ‘natura’ whilst achieving an
asethetically pleasing ladscape
without escalating development
costs.

2

4.

Proposed Shed Redevelopment.
Constructed from recycled
materials accu- mulated during
the Centres Construction, the sed
facilitates the continued operation
of JR. A connective line bridges
the two structures
enabling the transfer of heavy
materials via

3
4

Floor Plans
1.

Train Dock
Facilitates the practice of Iiyamas
intricate Batsudan Alter making
Culture.

2.
Workshop
Catering to Batsudan alter craft,
Uchiyama Washi, metal workining,
ect.

3.
Dual Passage Lift
Enables the transfer of heavy materlals to upper floors for display of
further working

4.
Service Core

5.
Workshop Store

6.
Reception/Main Gallery
For touristic information and
the display of local arts and
crafts. The unique architecure
of the space facilitates the
objects display, simultaneously
representing the culture from
which it was produced.

7.
Antechamber

8.
Communal Kitchen/Buffet
A freely accessible communal
kitchen enabling for the display
and enjoyment of local cuisine
from local perveyers.

9.

External Decking Space

10.

Gallery/Exhibition Space A

11.

Store

12.

A connective bridge.
Merging the two spaces expanding the program of the gallery
beneath in a vertical manner.

13.

Gallery/Exhibition Space A

14.

External Balcony

A delicate composition of material and technique
Exploring the most intricate of architectural scales, the Building Application Drawing Set calls forth the pragmatic concretisation of structure. Having established the envisioned conceptual
philosophy of the project, It is through an exploration of material and construction, that the design transitions from cognitive thought to potential physical reality.
Challenging the trend of modernization as to homogenize structure, creating weakened and materialized buildings in the blatant imitation of traditional form, the project explores a rejuvenated methodology. sensitively applying tradition to technology, as to create something new with the nostalgic feel of old. In doing so, forming a structure of revolutionary design, in which
both existing and future citizens of Iiyama can experience honour and pride.
Through the utilization of local material, architectural form, and innovative construction techniques, the building presents as a didactic representation of the desires it intends to fulfil. To
provide a sensitive link between the culture of the past with the aspirations of the future, whilst maintaining the healthy continuance of each individually.

“The Iiyama Cultural Arts Studio”

1
2
3

Anodized Alu. bracket. Charcoal finish

4
5

30x30mm border larch divider

6

SS. angle bracket supporting col.

7

Rigid Polystyrene Insul., vapour permeable
water proof membrane t=25mm

8

Subfloor hydronic heating pex pipe
t=16mm, heat emmision plate, Alu. diffusion
panel

9

30x20mm SS floor panel supporting bracket @500mm

110x90mm Larch col.
Annodized Al. ventilation grate 45deg
inward angle. Charcoal finish
Japanese Larch floor panels t=20mm. Bees
wax finish

1
2

Double glazing FL5+A6+FL5

3

Larch Shoji support frame coated in natural
resin finish

4
5

30x30mm border larch divider

6

40x20mm larch exterior decking @50mm.
Natural resin finish

7
8
9

Anodized Alu. rail support system t=40mm

Thatched larch sunshading with interlocked
local washi paper

Annodized Al. ventilation grate 45deg
inward angle. Charcoal finish

Rice husk insulation to fill void
110x45mm Larch beam. Natural Resin
Finish

10 Rigid polystyrene insul. t=25mm
11 Waterproof structural plywood t=25mm
Principle larch beam. Natural
12 110x90mm
resin finish

Corrugated roof sheeting
1 Galvanised
t=40mm

1 Ridgelite head skylight. Anodized Alu. w/

2

2 Larch eaves beam
3 Overhanging flashing for drainage
plasterboard w/ white acylic
4 Waterproof
emulsion paint, acoustic insulation t=25mm

Structural plywood, vapor permeable waterproof membrane t=12mm

dia. Ventilation whole w/ borer proof
3 20mm
mesh

4 Internal vent fixing
head skylight. Anodized Alu. w/
5 Ridgelite
charcoal finish

charcoal finishv

5 30x15mm vertical furring strips
6 Hydrolic galvanised corrugated sheeting
t=40mm
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Oridinary Extraordinary
Office Building
Design Studio Curtin University 2018
Credit to: Jon Peake, Tom Allan, Sam Chapman and Hannah Tan for this units group component

Description

Strongly influenced by economic forces, the design of the cotemporary office
building is an intensely restrictive practice. This design for Myer Shircore
Architects in Subiaco, Perth rejects this reality and elevates the typical
office experience through manipulation of event and perception. When
expereienced in normal practice, the design creates unique moments that
deceive the senses, provide refuge and prospect, and result in a structure
which responds dynamically to its occupant.

Studio Method

This studio’s work revolved around building upon the Spatial Intelligence that
we had been nurturing in different ways for quite some time as children, as
teenagers, as spatial researchers at architecture school, as travellers, avid
readers, musicians, and sports people or more generally as observers of/
participants in the world around you. It will require you to come into close
contact with your own ‘spatial experiences. One’s own Mental Space can be
more fully appreciated through the detailed mapping of your own History in
Space (or as Peter Zumthor would describe it, your own Spatial Biography).
Based upon the work of Leon Van Shaick in his book ‘Spatial Intelligence’

Premise
Cognizant of the restrictions inherent
within office design, through the subtle
manipulation of common architectural
features this design intends to elevate
the typical office experience. It does
so in a sequential manner, that when
transitioning from its street front to its
center and finally to its perimeter enabling
an evolving experience of anticipation,
deception, safety and prominence.

Concept
My design process is analagous to
scenography, splicing together spatial
and sensory experiences to frame the
theatre of inhabitation within. This spatial
play consists of three distinct moments,
each utilizing a distinctive architectural
technique that in sequence elevates the
experience of the office environment.
These moments being defined by the
buildings experience at its exteior, interior
and perimeter; and enabled through the
implementation of a fritted façade, sunken
floor and additional internal columns.

Spacial
Memory
Outside the secret cupboard

Exterior
Through the visual interplay of a fritted double facade between both itself and
neighbouring structures, an external survey of the office incites a sense of
expectation of what may dwell within.

1.

3.

2.

4.

AGNEW WAY

Upon crossing its threshold, and descending down along its long darkened
entryhall, this ‘facade’ becomes known to be a fallacy, inciting a feeling of
privelege and prominence to those who know its truth.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

ROBERTS RD

Ground Floor Plan
NTS

1 Subterranean Carpark
2 Carpark Entry
3 Entrance
4 Emergency Stair
5 Main Lobby

6 Tenancy I (250spm)
7 Tenancy II (486spm)
8 Private Entrance
9 Marble Platform

In my childhood home, our family owned a large entertainment cabinet fitted with a random assortment of
cupboarbs; intended for the multple electronic systems required by home theatre systems at the time.
Never completely filling this cabinet offered the opportunity to inhabit some its larger cupboards, discovering a
space of peace and solace at the centre of our home...

Description
Creating a sense of expectation of the environment within,
the exterior façade draws inspiration from both site and
typology to disguise as an iterative Subiaco Office. Its glazed
double façade - a commonality in contemporary design incorporates a fritted grid pattern on each surface that aligns
with the features of its neighboring structures. This visual
continuity and the perspective interplay of its two surfaces,
seamlessly blends the building into its surrounds. Establishes
an expected datum to its interior design. Upon transitioning
within however, through its hidden side entrance and down its
descending ramp, the facade is revealed to be a deception,
inciting a sense of intrigue and wonder to its occupant.

Concept Image
Obscured by its frittered upper facade and glazed ground
floor wall, the internal floors of the building are sunken
physically segregating the building from the

Model Image
A tinted glazed wall bordered by a high gloss black marble
soffit and platform visually disguizes the ground floor offices
from public perception.

Spacial Memory
Within the secret cupboard

Centre
Confronted by a concentrically increasing sequence of columns expanding to
the buildings perimeter, from the offices central core the user is subject to
varying levels of visual clarity. In navigation through the space, these columns
are seen to part and merge creating a dynamic visual experience, providing the
serendipitous discovery of points of prospect and refuge.

3.

2.

4.

Upper Floor Plans
NTS

5.

1 Fritted Glazed Facade
2 Tenancy III (360spm)
3 Tenancy IV (387spm)

4 Tenancy V (372spm)
5 Tenancy VI (374spm)

Covered by a threaded meshing, by positioning myself at the back of this cupboard I found a place of
seclusion. Visually disconnecting myslef from the typical events of my home occuring only a few metres
away...

Description
When entering office spaces from the buildings central core,
the occupant is greeted to a concentrically increasing system
of columns. These columns, both structural and false, are
seen to visually align with those at greater and lessor distance
to inhibit external views. Through navigation of the space
this visual perspective evolves dynamically, with columns
both merging and parting to reveal new perspectives
serendipitously. Such a condition grants moments of visual
refuge and prospect, encouraging occupants to explore and
discover their own desired place.

Concept Image
Exploring the alternating visual perspectives when moving
through the office space. Columns of lesser distance
overlapping over those at the structures perimeter, creating
an evolving visual field of the external street beyond.

Model Image
At the centre of the building picturing the unique column
structure that obscures views of the buildings perimeter. This
being assisted by the double fritted facade of the buiding, to
create an unexpected moment of seclusion and tranquility.

Spacial Memory

at the border of the secret cupboard

Perimeter
Upon approaching the facade internally, a similar dynamic experience is
perceived, with the fritted grids of each glazed surface passing over one
another viewed in motion. This extends the experience of prospect and refuge
beyond the buildings envelope, creating multiple visual lines and opportunities
to obscure oneself from external onlookers.

Robertson Road Elevation
North-East | NTS

It was later that I discovered that by positioning my face against the meshed screen that my vision was able
to penetrate through; that by condition of the contrast in light between the bright living room and darkened
cupboard space would create a one way visual relationship.
From this space I could unknowlingly watch the transgressions of my family, granting a sense of prospect and
delight

Description
Upon approaching the facade internally, a similar dynamic
experience is perceived, with the fritted grids of each glazed
surface passing over one another viewed in motion. This
extends the experience of prospect and refuge beyond
the buildings envelope, creating multiple visual lines and
opportunities to obscure oneself from external onlookers.

Concept Image
The evolving pattern of the double fritted facade at different
positions internally.

Model Image
Standing at the perimeter engaging directly with the
facade. By manouving oneself different external sitelines are
discovered.

Site Plan
GROUND FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1:300

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Subterrean
carpark
Carpark Entry
Entrance
Emergency Stair
Main Lobby
Tenancy I (250m2)
Tenancy II (486m2)
Private Entrance
Marble Platform

TS
ER

RD

8.

9.

B
RO

ROBERTS RD

1.

EW

N
AG
Y
WA

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1:300

2.

4.

Location:

Plot Size:

Scale:

Lot 14698, Cnr Roberts Road & Agnew Way, Subiaco

1870sqm

1:500

3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fritted Glazed Facade
Tenancy III (360m2)
Tenancy IV (387m2)
Tenancy V (372m2)
Tenancy VI (374m2)

ROBERTSON ROAD ELEVATION

SECTION A

SCALE: 1:300

SCALE: 1:300
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Digital/Traditional
Thesis Project 2019
Supervisor: Justin Owen : M.Arch. (Wales) ARB Registered Architect
Dip.Arch. (UCL)
B.A. (Hons), (Oxf. Brookes)
ARB Registered Architect group component

Digital innovations of the past 20 years have incited the most emphatic
transition within the library to date; with the introduction of the internet
and new electronic media granting the potential to the typology to assist
toward the cultural development of cities. But by the pervasiveness of new
technologies now usurping the traditions and practices of societies past,
libraries have begun to focus upon emerging digital cultures over those of
their context’s past. Without a means of introducing traditional cultures to
emerging technologies; or an architecture that harmonizes these in-built form;
will the absorption of technologies come at the consequence of culture and
tradition permanently?
Sited in the historic District of Georgetown, Chennai; in wake of future plans
for its ‘smart’ redevelopment, the Super library explores a radically new
approach to library design. Identifying the cultural peculiarities of the city,
through five unique spaces the library explores how such cultures can be
adapted through technologies and integrated within the function of a library.
In doing so, granting Chennai’s culture a renewed vitality and ensuring its
future survival

ARMENIA
N ST.

6

ERRABULA

1

CHETTY ST.

BROADW
AY ST.

7

9

2

10

NBC BOSE RD.

3

2

Site qualities
Adequate accessibility for pedestrians via
public infrastructure and pathways
Adjacency to complimentary institutions
such as schools and civic buildings

500

1 Selected Site
2 Madras Law Courts and Offices
3 State Bank of India

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

9

Proximity of public infrastructure and
transit services

The ability to grow and expand in the
future through additional land
The cultural significance of the site and
its location along a processional pathway
frequently used during religious and
festivals.

4 State Post Office
5 Broadway Bus Terminus
6 St. Thomas Higher Secondary School
7 St. Columbans Anglo-Indian Higher
Secondary School
8 Kachaleeswarar Temple
9 St. Mary’s Co Cathedral

10 The Armenian Church

Design Concepts
Generated from site and cultural analysis, the following
design concepts were generated to inform the general
layout and design of the proposed library.

The Library Street

An Urban Precense

As identified through research
the Indian street plays
an essential role toward
establishing the unique cultural
identity of the Georgetown;
as well as functioning as the
defined ‘common ground’
as a space accessible to all
irrespective of race, religion, of
caste. (pg. 88)

Rather then a unique style or a
singular architcture, Chennai’s
cultural idenity is portrayed
through the collective
expression of the diverse
cultures the district has come
to absorb. These cultures
fusing through the passage
of time and development, to
create a built landscape where
any single architecture can
only be appreciated through
the greater understanding of
its surrounding contexts.

Through the process of
design, the spatial device of
the street was identified as
a potential form upon which
to model the entrances and
internal navigation pathways
of the proposed library; inviting
its unique cultural experience
to invade its internal spaces
and establish the buildings
identity as a common space
accessible to all.

Respecting this condition,
the concept of an “‘Urban
Precence” attempts to reject
the libraries idenitty as a
distict object seperate from its
contextsof Georgetown but
rather integrating to become
part of the greater built
landscape of Georgetown.
To achieve this the heights of
the 6 volumes of the library
respond to that of their
immediate neighbours creating
a seamless spacial conneltion
between the builfings. By
additionally utilizing the
traditional material pallete
found within the district - Red
wirecut brick from locally
sourced clay and sal wood,
a hardwood native to the
region - the library dissolves
to visually blend within its
contexts, only revealing its
internal innovations upon
entry.

In design, this particular
concept was used to
determine the orientation
of internal pathways within
the library, aligning their
directional axis with those
of the site’s perpendicular
streets. By establishing these
as thoroughfares through
the library, this additionally
created distinct volumes within
the site that would be for the
placement of identified cultural
spaces.
In further establishing the
libraries connection to the
street, this concept expanded
to the libraries vertical plane,
and was used to determine
the height of these divided
volumes to blend the
design seamlessly within its
surrounding built context.

(Authors own)
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Northern Conceptual Elevation
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Southern Conceptual Elevation
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The Binny Mills
Remanants
and staff without interfering
with the experience of users
above. These pathways
would additionally allow for
the seamless transition of
large-scale materials between
the dedicated cultural spaces
of the library, fostering new
means of collaboration
Ultimately, these final remnants and potential relationships
between these cultures.
were used to inform the
design of platform level upon
This would also provide a
which the respective street
significant environmental
and library spaces would be
advantage. With the districts
placed.
adjacency to the ocean and
In a practical sense, by raising recent history of flooding (The
November- December floods
the public spaces of the
of 2015 where 1.8 million
library above the street level
people throughout the city
the ground floor became the
principle service space of the were displaced (Mandonca.
design, enabling to operation 2016)) identifying its raised
platform as a potential
of different library services
With the eastern ground floor
facade of the Binny Mills
offices surviving its demolition
upon the site, the design
process explored a variety of
potential approaches toward
utilizing these remains as a
feature within design.

gathering point in case of such
a disaster.
With its former identity as
an iconic public building,
the platform level would
additionally create an
interesting metaphor for the
proposed library ‘being built
upon the foundations of the
past’. This would expand to
inspire the principle materials
of the proposed design, the
extended walls of the platform,
and bordering walls of public
spaces matching the painted
white concrete of the Binny
façade. The remaining library
composed of red heritage
brick and sal wood timber as
locally available materials.

A sketch of the remaining Binny Mills Facade illustrating its iconic arched aperures.

(Authors own)
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Culture

Program

Through an approach inspired by acclaimed Indian architects of past,
the following cultures of Chennai and Georgetown where discovered.
By their historic value, current issues or future possibilities, this research
would encourage unique cultrally driven spaces to be integrate within
the proposed library.

The program of the library was developed in appreciation to both
cultural and environmental variables influencing design. These being
opportunities for collaboration and integration between cultural spaces
proposed and favourable internal positioning in regard to both built and
environmental influences.

THEATRE AND FILM

MUSIC AND DANCE

‘Kollywood’ Cinema

Carnatic Music

The second largest cinema industry
in India cinema is an inseparable
piece of Chennai identity. Despite
its popularity the industry struggles
financially through a limited
amount of operating cinema and
government restrictions on ticket
prices.

As one of two styles of a classical
Indian music, Carnatic music
remains a valued and respected Art
form today through its integration
with contemporary forms of
music, gifted with a vast array of
instruments and styles.

This observation generated the
design of The Studio, as a space
that provides the financially
restrictive equipment of cinematic
production to the public.

Historically part of the ritual
of worship within temples,
Bharatanatyam dance is inspired
by the traditional Carnatic music of
the region.
Characterized by a unique linear
movement of the body, with fixed
torso, bent legs and
Spectacular footwork, the dance
remains popular through its
adaption to contemporary styles of
music.

CUISINE
With a unique cuisine and
traditional relationship between
produce and food that has been
lost within the city’s Development.
The design of the garden attempts
to re-establish these past traditions
of taking produce to plate, where
foods can be grown and cooked
simultaneously.

Bharatanatyam dance

Carnatic music and Bharatanatyam
dance have inspired the design of
the Music Box, as a space where
all forms of music and dance
can be explored, developed and
evolved.

LITERATURE AND
LIBRARIES
Since establishing its first public
library in 1661, Chennai has played
a pioneering role in the typologies
greater development within India.

1.

Attempting to take the typologies
next step, the Information Well
attempts to revolutionize the
method of search through
design inspired by India’s unique
architecture.

CRAFT, DESIGN AND
MAKING
Stimulated by the influence of the
British, French and
Portuguese within its colonial
development, craft and design in
Chennai has flourished from its
traditional beginnings to include a
diverse array of mediums.

2.

3.

This inspired the design of the
Make-the-Space where the
plethora of different mediums of
craft traditional and digital are
included within a single built form.

NTS

1.
Library and Literature space,
placed upon the principle
elevation of the site above the
final Reminents of the Binny Mills
Offices as a symbolic gesture of its
significance. It’s facade is curved to
improve visability of the prominant
streets negotiating its envelope

2.
Craft, Design & Making and Film
& Co-working are placed along
the sites northern border allowing
seemless access from the street for
the expected delivery of materials.

3.
Cusine & Art and Music & Dance
spaces placed upon the sides
southern edge, exploiting its
exterior open space allowing its
operations expand beyong the
library as well as the prominant
southern breeze of Chennai to
ventialte internal spaces

South-West Isonometric

THE
MUSIC BOX

Music & Dance Space
Cultures
Carnatic Music
Bharatanatyam Dance

Description
‘The Music Box’ celebrates the
traditional qualities of Carnatic music
and Bharatanatyam dance, whilst
inviting new forms of each through
contemporary technologies that
ensure their continued practice and
development.
In light of Bharatanatyam’s unique
characteristics - with a focus upon
a linear movement of the body, bent
legs and spectacular footwork - the
Dance Studio at the Music Box’s base
is raised one meter above ground
level placing these qualities in direct
view to entering library users. Through
a large vertically operating stage
doors at this studio’s side, the dance
studio opens to an external stage
where an overhanging mezzanine
permits the production of theatrical
performances both traditional and
contemporary.
Above the Dance Studio sits
the eponymous music box, that
in recognition of the plethora
of instruments of Carnatic and
contemporary styles provides a
space where all these instruments
are simultaneously accessible.
Surrounded by a unique wall
constructed of rosewood (the favored
wood on Indian instruments ) these
instruments are embedded within
custom apertures designed to each
instruments unique physical form;
creating an inviting visual presentation
of instruments that encourages users
to test and explore new compositions
between instruments from different
styles. As well as compartments for
instruments, accessible doors are
hidden within this wall that lead into
private music rooms positioned at
the structures exterior wall. Providing
space for the private practice of whilst
overlooking the external landscape
beyond.
Positioned upon the edge of the
music room and overlooking the
stage space below, a ‘control booth
is placed that functions as both
a recording facility for the internal
music room and technical booth for
performances in the stage space
below.
Through a stair embedded within this
wall a a gallery level is accessed that
enables users to casually listen to the
music from the center music space
Though the technology of this
unique musical wall and those
within its theatre stage, the Music
Box inducts both Carnatic music
and Bharatanatyam dance into the
contemporary celebration of music
and dance.

Concept Sketch
The music box

Exploring the design of a custom
form of cabinetry match the from
of the multiplicity of Caranatic
Musics unique instruments and
beyond. This wall would be
fitted with advance recording
technologies that would enable the
exploration of new music styles
through the company of diverse
instruments

Perspective Sectional Plan
of the Music Box’s wall
Featuring custom cabinetry
dedicated to each instrument
included with additional hidden
spaces for the appreciation of
music privately, and passages to
private recording studios for the
creation of new music.

Bespoke compartments
designed to the form of
unique instruments

Soundproofing Insulation
is sadwiched between the
rosewood surfaces of the
wall mitigating noise pollution
between spaces.

The design additionally
includes habitable spaces
for the enjoyment of music
privately

THE
STUDIO

Film & Co-working
Cultures
Kollywood Film

Concept Diagram

The technologies provided by the Studio. The space hoping to
falcilitate the development of Chennais Independant film culture in
providing a space where all technoligies of film production are freely
accessible.

Description
In recognition of Chennai’s love
for cinema and the financial
challenges faced by aspiring
filmmakers and entrepreneurs, the
studio seeks to provide all facilities
and technologies necessary
for the film and production of
professional quality cinema.
The lower filming space is divided
into two distinct volumes. The
first, a large open studio rising
three floors positioned the
spaces western side feat; and a
second, a suuport volume upon
its eastern side featuring pre and
post production spaces such as
makeup and wardrobe facilities,
meeting areas, conference rooms,
storage spaces and private
cinema for the showing of the
Studio’s productions.
Above these spaces, a coworking facility is placed for use
by the film studio below as well
as entrepreneurs, small business’
and casual library users. This
space features a voluminous
communal workspace at its
center with priviate workspaces
along its perimeter, enabling its
use by multiple working groups
simultaneously.
By providing such spaces and
technologies ‘The Studio hopes to
enrich the developing independent
culture in Chennai’s film industry,
where film can be written, shot
and shown by anyoine with the
passion to do so.

Three point studio
lighting kits
tripods and professional
equipment mounts
Professional quality
studio cameras and
sound recording devices
White and Green Screen
Backgrounds

the garden.
Cuizine & Art
Cultures

Concept Sketch

The design was created through the exploration of section, exploring
the distribution of spaces to ensure the accessibility of technologies
to spaces as well as achieving favourable environmental qualities.

Tamil Brahmin Cuizine &
Produce
Art and Craft

Description
Attempting to re-establish the
traditional relationship toward
food of the region - where the
Tamil Brahmin would look to
their adorning kitchen garden
for ingredients toward cooking
(Mohandras. 2009)– The design of
‘The Garden’ utilizes the current
technology of vertical agriculture
and aquaponics to provide the
opportunity for the growth and
cooking of different produce within
the library.
The design features a large
vertical garden that bisects the
space; with two levels of kitchen
classrooms positioned upon its
internal side. These classrooms
feature an entire wall open to the
vertical garden allowing users
to quickly consult the wall for a
variety of different ingredients to
be used within cooking.
The material composition of
these kitchens utilizes those
commonly found within traditional
Tamil homes, with oxide flooring,
Sal wood louvred shutters, and
madras styled terrace roofing.
This creates and interesting
juxtaposition against the advanced
garden wall that establishes a
relationship between the regions
past and the innovative new way
of making food
Above this space an art studio
and gallery is placed; taking
advantage of the favorable
southern sunlight and breezes to
introduce a relaxing atmosphere
for users during work. The art
studio - positioned between the
vertical garden and above art
gallery - features interesting views
into the library’s internal street
and voluminous cafe atrium.- with
an internal balcony providing
views of the libraries street - and
a sectional cut through the barrel
vault of the cafe’s atrium that
enables views into the café bwlow
and environment beyond.

Axonometric Diagram

Detailing the materiality of the kitchen classrooms that create a
juxtaposition between traditional and future spaces

‘Madras

terrace’ roofing

Operable sal wood
shutters
A concrete bench
integrated into the
structures wall
Red oxide flooring
Vertical garden with
integrated aquaponic
watering and suppotive
uv lighting
Perforated aluminum
platform improving
ventilation and lighting

MAKE- the - SPACE
Craft, Design & Making
Cultures

Concept Sketch

Exploring the relationship between the indivigual structural systems
of the composite design and the potential arrngements of internal
spaes and passage of services.

Art and Craft
Digital Design and Making

Description
The ever-accelerating rate of
technologic development creates
a unique challenge within the
design of public libraries - with
predicting which innovations are
likely to become of importance
to a libraries functional or spacial
development becoming an
increasingly greater challenge
for architects than ever before.
(Watson, 2013).
The ‘Maker-the-Space’ dedicated
to design and craft in all its forms
- including technologies evolving
and those of significance to the
city’s past – attempts to navigate
this challenge. Creating a single
built form where all mediums of
making can exist harmoniously,
with the ability to adapt and
respond to all those unseen in the
future.
The design does this through the
integration of a composite system
of construction, with an exterior
brick superstructure enclosing a
timber truss system within. The
external brick structure with great
mass and rigidity acts as a kind
of protective veil, mitigating the
penetration of harsh solar rays
and destructive monsoonal winds,
granting complete freedom to the
internal timber truss system that
constructed of local materials
is easily manipulable through
basic structural knowledge.
This creating a space that can
adapt and respond to evolving
technologies and desires of users.

Isometric Diagram

A modular unit of the interior system of construction. This enabling
the simple manipulation of internal spaces to different designs
depending upon fuctional program and technology.

Modular units of the truss
system can be easily joined
to additional units permitting
multiple floor arrangements
within the space
Void space created by the
structural lattice provides
space for use of different
services that can be easily
altered or manipulated
The
timber
truss
system enabling simple
disassembly and multiple
floor arrangements
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Literature & Library
Cultures

Concept Sketch
The Stepwell

Concept sketches exploring the construction and design of the
proposed stepwell concept.

Library Culture
Literature

Description
Reclaiming the stack as the
ultimate symbol of knowledge
to the library, ‘the information
well’ through both design and
technology acts as mediator
between the real and virtual.
Inspired by the Indian step-well
(Refer to project sketchbook in
appendix), the collection takes
the form of a monumental curved
stack that envelops half of the
library’s main atrium. Spiraling
paths follow its curvature providing
access to items whilst ascending
to higher spaces; with evenly
distributed platforms positioned
at its edge enabling users to stop
and review items.
Within this wall, innovative
technologies exist that respond
dynamically to the presence of
inquisitive users. Through the
creation of a dedicated library
app where users can register their
desired search items or interested
topics, RFID (radio-frequency
identification) technologies within
the stack sense a user’s proximity
through their mobile device
stimulating the dynamic flash
of LED lights embedded within
the stack that guides users to
respective item of search.
This not only creates a
serendipitous way of searching
books but provides a
‘constellation of knowledge’ to
surrounding users.
By additionally illuminating as
a response to the collection
being accessed virtually through
the online catalogue, a greater
understanding of the interests
of users throughout Chennai is
represented visually within the
library.

Isometric Diagram

The final stepwell design, creating an entirely unique method of
navigating the collection inspired by the unique architecture and
cultural practices of the site.

The internal divider of the stack
consists of an led light sheet
sandwiched between two
perforated aluminum sheets.
As users move in proximity to
the stack, the led light sheet
responds guiding users to
items of interest. The perforated
design additionally provides
partial visability through the stack
improiving internal lighting an
ventialtion throughout the library

Peripheral private study rooms

Accessible from its rear landing
at each level of the library
A user updating their search
inquiry via the libraries desicated
app. Loanable devices are
offered at the libraries reception
for users with personal devices
A perforated aluminum sheet
platform supported via 4600mm
spaced 150ub cross beams
The curved 360UB beam is
supported via the internal brick
pillars of the libraries atrium

Conclusion

This thesis explores the potential integration of culture
and technology within the design of the modern public
library as a means to provide legibility and relevance to
traditional cultures in developing societies. In doing so it
begins to rethink the ways in which designers integrate
modern technologies within design and demonstrates
the potential benefits in drawing inspiration from the
traditions and cultures of society.
Exploring multiple approaches through the five unique
spaces designed, rather than a definitive solution, this
thesis intends to create a platform for conversation
breeding greater discourse upon culture driven design
in the future.
Addiotional to introducing traditional to technology,
within distict moments (the information well as an
example) this thesis stiumulates thought regarding
the potential introduction of culture to the navigation
of online ‘digital spaces’. This awakening an entire
new field of discussion where architectural design
transcends beyond the physical environment.

North-East Isonometric
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